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ABSTRACT: This work reports our discoveries from the ﬁrst exploration in
microwave pyrolysis of a metal−organic framework. A time- and energy-eﬃcient
approach was developed for direct fabrication of electrochemical single-atom catalysts
(E-SACs) without the requirement of post-treatment. The most unique structure of the
fabricated E-SAC is that the Cu catalytic sites were not in the amorphous carbon
matrix as those achieved via traditional pyrolysis but in the basal planes of pristine
holey graphene nanoplatelets. The as-prepared Cu-E-SAC exhibits excellent catalytic
activity and selectivity in reducing oxygen to water in both acidic and alkaline media.
The desired direct 4e− pathway is more favorable in acidic versus alkaline media, which
is diﬀerent from all the Cu-E-SACs reported so far and most transition-metal-based ESACs. The superior performance is attributed to the unique structure of the catalytic
sites. The large graphene domains in the holey graphene materials provide higher
delocalized electron-rich π band and increase the d-orbital energy level of the Cu
centers. Consequently, their binding strength for molecular oxygen is largely enhanced,
improving the oxygen reduction reaction and likely promoting a direct 4e− pathway with minimized generation of a peroxide
byproduct. Considering the high conductivity and excellent stability against oxidation of the holey graphene material, this work, for
the ﬁrst time, suggests that the contradictory structural requirement of a carbon matrix for high catalytic activity and long-term
durability can be uniﬁed and simultaneously satisﬁed. Combined with the merits of simplicity and rapidness for fabricating both
holey graphene and E-SACs, this work provides a possible strategy to address the critical challenges of precious metal-free singleatom catalysts.
KEYWORDS: ORR, single-atom catalysts, holey graphene, copper base catalyst, microwave synthesis
encouraging ORR activity in acidic media.5 However, even the
state of the art of Fe-SACs could not satisfy the required
catalytic eﬃciency and long-term durability for practical
applications. There is a fundamental challenge for the carbon
support to further improve these two critical performance
parameters simultaneously.6 Speciﬁcally, to further increase
their catalytic eﬃciency, a highly disordered and defective
carbon matrix is necessary to increase the density of accessible
catalytic sites. It is also required to improve the activity of each
Fe catalytic sites by downshifting the energy level of d-state of

1. INTRODUCTION
Single-atom catalysts (SACs) can simultaneously maximize the
utilization of metal atoms and minimize side reactions,
achieving high catalytic activity and selectivity, which are not
attainable for the conventional nanoparticle-based catalysts.1
SACs have been intensively investigated for a wide range of
reactions and great progress has been achieved. The drive to
replace precious platinum group metal (PGM)-based catalysts
has led to a class of SACs of sustainable and inexpensive PGMfree electrocatalysts for the sluggish oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR), in which the catalytic centers composed of transition
metal ions are stabilized by nitrogen functional groups on
carbonaceous surfaces (M-NxCy).2,3 Despite recent great
advances, numerous challenges still remain before PGM-free
SACs become viable for large-scale practical application in
proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs).4 Currently,
iron-based SACs (Fe-SACs) are the most promising and also
most extensively studied PGM-free catalysts because of their
© 2020 American Chemical Society
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the designed metallic sites can be converted to single-atom
catalytic sites.13,24 Naturally, this synthetic approach avoids all
the issues related to metal aggregation and the tedious posttreatment procedures associated with the formation of metal
nanoparticles/aggregates.
As a demonstration, we began with the synthesis of Cu-ESACs for electrocatalytic ORR using the copper porphyrinbased MOF, PCN-222-Cu. This MOF contains Zr-oxo cluster
nodes connected by carboxyphenyl meso-substituted copper
porphyrins to form a 3D porous architecture.25 This MOF was
chosen as the precursor following several considerations. First,
theoretical calculations predicted that Cu possesses the
uppermost activity for ORR among nonprecious transition
metals because its position is the closest to Pt at the top of the
“volcano plot.”26 Second, in nature, enzymes use Cu as the
catalytic centers to reduce oxygen to water with 100%
selectivity and low overpotential, which is even lower than
Pt-based catalysts.27,28 Furthermore, Cu-based catalysts do not
promote the formation of hydroperoxyl and hydroxyl radical
species (the so-called Fenton reagent), leading to enhanced
durability during fuel cell operations.29 Therefore, developing
Cu-based SACs has the great potential to replace Pt with even
lower operational overpotential and high durability compared
to Fe-based SACs.19 Despite these theoretical superiorities,
Cu-based catalysts have shown much lower ORR activity
compared to analogous Fe-based SACs as well as commercial
Pt/C catalysts, leaving much to be improved for their practical
application. However, the fabrication of Cu-based SAC is more
challenging than that of Fe-based SACs because of the high
diﬀusion constant of Cu at elevated fabrication temperatures.19,30,31 Thus, to date, the study of Cu-based SACs has
been much limited compared to Fe-based SACs,29,32−34
especially in acidic conditions.35−37 None of the Cu-based
SACs reported so far have demonstrated higher selectivity
toward a direct 4e− process to water in acidic over alkaline
media, which is currently desired catalysts for simple
integration with the current PEM technologies.35,38
In this paper, we report that a Cu-E-SAC has been
successfully fabricated with as short as 5 s of microwave
irradiation in ambient conditions with no evidence of Cu atom
aggregation. Unlike other reported MOF-derived E-SACs
prepared by traditional pyrolysis, the Cu-active centers were
incorporated in the holey graphene (hG) nanoplatelets, as
evidenced by high-resolution high-angle annular dark-ﬁeld
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF−STEM)
and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Considering
the large defect-free graphene domains in the hG nanoplatelets, we surprisingly found that the as-prepared Cu-SAC
exhibits much improved (not decreased as in the case of FeSACs7,8) catalytic activity and selectivity in reducing molecular
oxygen to water. The selectivity via the desired direct 4e−
pathway in acidic media is even higher than that in alkaline
media, which is diﬀerent from all the Cu-E-SACs reported so
far.2,35,39,40 Given the high conductivity and excellent stability
against oxidation of the hG material, this work, for the ﬁrst
time, suggests that the contradictory structural requirement of
a carbon matrix for high catalytic activity and long-term
durability can be uniﬁed and simultaneously satisﬁed.

the Fe centers to weaken the adsorption of the ORR
intermediates.7,8 However, this defective carbon not only
shows low conductivity but also shows low stability against
oxidation. In the recent review articles, carbon matrix oxidation
has been identiﬁed as the most important degradation
mechanism of PGM-free catalysts in PEMFC cathodes.9,10
The results of carbon matrix oxidation can cause catalyst
ﬂooding and demetalization of the active centers. The released
Fe2+ ions in turn catalyze the decomposition of the possible
byproduct of H2O2 and generate reactive oxidative species
(ROS) via Fenton reaction.11 Consequently, these ROS not
only speed up the carbon matrix oxidation but also attack the
components of PEMFCs such as ionomer and membrane,
which is detrimental to the catalyst and fuel cell devices. On
the other hand, defect-free graphene sheets are highly
impervious against oxidative degradation, which is beneﬁcial
for long-term durability of a catalyst. They also provide high
conductivity for assembling thick electrodes for practical
applications.9,10 However, it has been demonstrated that the
carbon matrix with low defects not only largely decreased the
density of the catalytic centers but also demoted the catalytic
activity of each Fe center. The electron-rich π-band of the large
defect-free graphene domains upshifts the energy level of the
d-orbital of the Fe centers, further strengthening the
absorption of the ORR intermediates.7,8 The dilemma leads
to insurmountable fundamental challenges in the development
of Fe-based SACs that simultaneously satisfy the required high
activity and durability for practical applications and call for
actively pursuing non-Fe-based SACs.11,12
Another challenge for practical application of SACs is the
lack of simple and economical methods to synthesize SACs
with densely and uniformly dispersed accessible active sites.13
Recently, metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) emerged as
novel self-sacriﬁcing precursors/templates to address these
needs because of their built-in molecular level-controlled
spatial arrangement of functional organic units, metallic sites,
and porosity.14−17 However, current procedures for converting
MOFs to electrochemical single-atom catalysts (E-SACs)
require a long- and high-temperature pyrolysis process under
an inert or NH3 environment. The time- and energyconsuming pyrolysis often leads to serious metal aggregation
and/or formation of metal carbide and oxide nanoparticles,
especially at high metal loadings to achieve high density of
active sites. Even though some works reported that these metal
particles might have played an auxiliary role to enhance the
activity/selectivity of the electrocatalysts,18,19 in most cases,
their existence deteriorates the activity and selectivity of SACs.
Furthermore, their formation decreases the density of the SAC
sites and disturbs the study of origin of catalytic activities and
selectivity to guide future development. A post-acid leaching
treatment followed by an extra pyrolysis has been commonly
applied to remove these metal nanoparticles without dramatic
loss of the activity of the SAC centers.20 Therefore, it is highly
desirable to develop a facile method to convert the metal
species in a designed MOF precursor to active SAC centers
without metal aggregation.21−23
Here, we report the ﬁrst exploration in microwave-assisted
pyrolysis of a MOF to develop a time- and energy-eﬃcient
approach to fabricate E-SACs without metal aggregation. The
initial hypothesis of this approach was based on the fast
heating/cooling capability of microwave heating, which can
quickly carbonize the organic linkers to a conductive carbon
network, leaving no time for metal atoms to diﬀuse, so that all

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Microwave Pyrolysis of MOF. Although microwave
heating is often used to facilitate organic reactions and to
fabricate various nanomaterials,41,42 including MOF particles,43
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Figure 1. Cu K-edge (a) XANES and (b) EXAFS spectra of CuMW, CuTH, CuMOF, and Cu foil and oxide references.

Figure 2. HAADF images of CuMOF before (a) and after (b) microwave irradiation. (c) hG part of CuMW and (d) EELS mapping of the MOF
part in CuMW. (e) EELS averaged from an 8 × 8 nm2 on the hG part of CuMW.

respectively. CuTH was acid-leached, leaving only the singleatom Cu in the catalyst. This sample was denoted as CuTHa.
2.2. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. We ﬁrst characterized the as-prepared electrocatalysts by Cu K-edge X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which provides elementspeciﬁc electronic and local structural information about the
Cu sites within these materials. Figure 1 shows both X-ray
near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) and extended X-ray
absorption ﬁne structure (EXAFS) data for the samples
achieved via microwave heating. Comparison with several
reference systems, including metallic Cu, copper oxides, and
the PCN-222-Cu precursor, suggests that upon MW treatment,
the Cu sites maintained similar speciation to that in the
porphyritic structures of the parent MOF material. The
XANES edge energy indicates a Cu2+ oxidation state, and
the 1s → 4p “shakedown” feature at 8986.3 eV indicates that
the square-planar structure of Cu−N4 in the Cu−porphyrin is
largely preserved.49,50 The EXAFS spectra of the CuMW
sample lack the characteristic Cu−Cu peak observed for
metallic species, demonstrating that microwave heating can
eﬀectively avoid metal aggregation and all the Cu atoms
remain in the isolated form (Figure 1). Although XAS
characterization suggests that some Cu−porphyrin was
destroyed upon increased microwave irradiation time (Figure
S2), there was still no evidence for Cu aggregation.

it has never been used for pyrolysis of an MOF for E-SAC
fabrication. Most MOFs are microwave transparent and
therefore cannot be directly pyrolyzed via microwave heating.
Addition of microwave absorbers to the reaction system
enables microwave-assisted reactions, especially in solvent-free
conditions.44,45 Our key concept for the conversion of an MOF
to an E-SAC builds on the ability to abruptly raise and decrease
the temperature in a large range, so that the organic linkers
carbonize rapidly at high temperature, conﬁning the movement
of the metal atoms, and then cool down instantly, leaving no
time for their diﬀusion and aggregation. Multilayer graphene
due to its high electron conductivity is able to eﬃciently
convert microwave energy to heat, quickly generating high
temperature in seconds.46,47 To guarantee high electron
conductivity of the microwave absorbing carbon, a very small
amount of carbon nanotube is mixed with hG nanoplatelets.48
With a short microwave irradiation, a high-temperature
thermal shock is generated, evidenced by the bright white
arcing. 46,47 The microwave power and duration were
optimized to 300 W and 5 s (Figures S5−S7), and the
resulting sample is named as CuMW. As a control, we also
applied the traditional pyrolysis method to fabricate Cu-based
electrocatalysts from PCN-222-Cu using three selected
temperatures, 700, 1000, and 1100 °C. The resulting catalysts
were named as CuTH, Cu-TH-1000, and Cu-TH-1100,
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Figure 3. Microwave synthesis of Cu-E-SACs. Under microwave irradiation, carbon vacancies are generated on nearly pristine basal planes of hG,
leaving other parts of the graphene sheets nearly intact. In the same time, some Cu−porphyrin species, either as a Cu−porphyrin complex or
separated Cu and porphyrin species, emitted out from the MOF with the high temperature generated by the microwave heating. These emitted
species subsequently doped into the in situ generated vacancies forming the singe Cu atom catalytic sites.

or nitride), all located on or embedded in the newly formed
carbon surfaces from graphitization of the organic linkers.14−17
Both HAADF−STEM and EELS results unambiguously
suggested that microwave-assisted pyrolysis indeed led to
rapid formation of SAC as expected. However, the observation
of relocation of the Cu single atoms to the hG planes was out
of our predication. We originally hypothesized that the high
temperature achieved via microwave heating could facilitate
carbonization of the organic linkers and activation of the Cu
porphyrin units to Cu-SAC centers. At the same time, the
rapid quenching possibly impedes migration/diﬀusion of Cu
atoms, thereby ensuring the uniform dispersion of Cu-SAC
centers embedded in a conductive carbon matrix without
aggregation. Rather than preventing metal atom diﬀusion
however, microwave heating instead appears to have
accelerated it, resulting in Cu atoms ﬂying out the surface of
the MOF particles to hG to form the Cu single-atom sites.
EELS demonstrated that these Cu atoms are possibly
coordinated with four nitrogen atoms (Figure 2e), similar to
the structure of the Cu−porphyrin in the MOF determined by
the XANES study (Figure 1).
At present, the formation mechanism of the active sites is
not clear and worth further studies. In our previous study, we
found that microwave irradiation of defect-free graphene ﬂakes
could lead to generation of nanoholes in the basal planes of
graphene, leaving other parts of the basal plane nearly intact.51
In the present study, with the high-resolution HAADF−STEM
imaging, we found that under microwave irradiation, carbon
vacancies are generated on the basal planes of hG. We
hypothesize that with the high temperature generated by
microwave heating, some Cu−porphyrin species, either as a
Cu−porphyrin complex, or separated Cu and porphyrin
species, emitted out from the MOF.35,52 These emitted species
subsequently doped into the in situ-generated vacancies
forming the singe Cu atom sites, which are likely to be the
electrocatalytically active centers for ORR (Figure 3).
On the other hand, after microwave irradiation, a composite
shell is formed on the MOF particles, mainly composited of
zirconium oxide nanoparticles and amorphous carbon. Some
Cu−N4 species were also possibly incorporated in this shell
(Figure 2b,d). Most of the Cu−porphyrin remains intact inside
the MOF as evidenced from the XAS studies. These Cu−
porphyrin structures are likely remaining inactive to ORR as
those in the original PCN-222-Cu MOF. The Cu species
incorporated in the composite shell might not be ORR active
either based on the following consideration: the graphitization
level of the organic linkers in the MOF is very low, as indicated

In high contrast, the porphyritic structures were largely
destroyed in the samples produced via traditional heating as
evident in Figure 1, with complete destruction evident at the
most elevated temperatures up to 1100 °C. The XANES
spectra for CuTH reveal an edge shift, indicating a large
presence of Cu0 species, and the EXAFS spectra clearly contain
a Cu−Cu scattering peak. The XAS spectra, shown in Figure
S3, provide strong evidence for substantial metal aggregation,
even at the milder pyrolysis at 700 °C. Note that this
temperature was 100 °C lower than that used for PCN-222-Fe
by Jiang et al.,22 in accordance with the fact that Cu is more
diﬀusive than Fe.19,30,31 The EXAFS spectra of the acidleaching treated sample CuTHa possesses no Cu−Cu peak
(Figure S4), proving successful removal of Cu aggregates.
2.3. STEM-EELS Characterization. To further conﬁrm the
single-atom dispersion and the uniformity of catalytic sites,
STEM and EELS were applied to study the microwavepyrolyzed samples. Compared to the XAS techniques, STEM
and EELS oﬀer high spatial resolution that allow us to study
the change of both the MOF particles and the carbon
nanomaterials upon microwave irradiation. Figure 2a shows an
HAADF image of a typical MOF crystal before pyrolysis. The
periodically arranged high-intensity white dots are possibly Zroxo node clusters. The low atomic mass of Cu (29) compared
with that of Zr (40) makes it diﬃcult to identify the Cu atoms
during HAADF imaging even if they are present. Upon a short
microwave pyrolysis, the original periodical arrangement of
these clusters transformed into densely packed nanoparticles of
2−3 nm (Figure 2b). Core loss EELS mapping clearly
demonstrated that these nanoparticles are zirconium oxide,
which are dispersed in the carbon matrix derived from the
organic part of the MOF crystal (Figure 2d). A negligible
amount of nitrogen and copper was detected in the mapped
area of the pyrolyzed MOF, indicating that neither copper
aggregates nor oxides were formed after microwave irradiation
because the detection of aggregated Cu particles is relatively
easy compared to single Cu atoms. To our surprise, we found a
lot of single dispersed metal atoms located on hG sheets, as
shown in Figure 2c. These single dispersed metal atoms are
identiﬁed to be Cu, which are coordinated with N with a Cuto-N ratio of around 1:4 by EELS (Figure 2e). These results
suggest that hG was not only acting as the microwave absorber
but also as the substrate into which the single metal atoms
incorporated.
It is widely accepted when an MOF is used as a selftemplating precursor, the metal components, either in the form
of coordinates with N or metal nanoparticles (metal, carbide,
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Figure 4. Raman spectroscopy of (a) CuMOF, (b) MOF part of the CuMW, (c) hG, and (d) hG part of the CuMW.

Figure 5. (a) CV of CuMW in both Ar-saturated and O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH and 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. (b) LSV of CuMW in
0.1 M KOH at 10 mV/s with various rotation speeds. The inset shows the corresponding K−L plot. (c) LSV of CuMW showing disk current
density (solid line) and ring current (dashed line) in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH and 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. (d) Electron-transfer
number (solid line) and hydrogen peroxide percentage (dashed line) of CuMW and Pt/C in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH and 0.1 M HClO4 calculated
using the RRDE method.

2.4. Electrochemical Studies. The catalytic activity of the
microwave-pyrolyzed catalyst (CuMW) was evaluated with
multiple electrochemical techniques. First, cyclic voltammetry
(CV) was performed in both Ar- and O2-saturated 0.1 KOH
solutions. A large reduction peak was observed in the O2saturated electrolytes. However, this peak was absent in the Arsaturated solutions, suggesting that the CuMW catalyst is
active in catalyzing molecular oxygen reduction (Figure 5a).
The onset (Eonset = 0.92 V vs RHE), half wave (E1/2 = 0.86 V),
and peak potential (Ep = 0.8 V) are among the top performing
Cu-based catalysts reported in basic media as shown in the
Supporting Information, Table S2. A control experiment has
been performed to pyrolyze a PCN-222 MOF in which there
was no Cu centers in its porphyrin structures. The resulting
material exhibited low ORR performance as the carbon
nanomaterial alone without an MOF (Figure S8), demonstrating the essential role of Cu centers in CuMW to the observed
high catalytic activity. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) with a
rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) was used to study the

by the similar low intensity and less deﬁned peak shapes of the
G and D bands in the Raman spectra of MOF particles before
and after microwave irradiation (Figure 4a,b). Combined with
the insulator nature of zirconium oxide nanoparticles, the
composite shell is likely nonconductive; therefore, the Cu
species incorporated in the composite shell are not electronically connected to be ORR active. In high contrast, the G band
of hG remains well deﬁned with high intensity, and the
intensity ratio of D to G bands just slightly increased from
0.059 to 0.121(Figure 4c,d), possibly arising from the
incorporation of Cu−N4 into their basal planes. The low D/
G band ratio suggests that hG, where the Cu−N4 sites are
incorporated, has much larger defect-free graphene domains.53
This feature is very diﬀerent from the previously reported
PGM-free SACs, including Fe-, Cr-, Mn-, and Cu-based
SACs.4,7,11,22,35,54,55 These Cu−N4 sites on hG are not only
easily accessible but also the electron-transfer rate on the
graphene is much faster than those on/in amorphous carbon in
general.56
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Figure 6. (a) LSV of ORR (solid line) and HPRR (dash line) catalyzed by CuMW in both acidic and basic media. (b) Diﬀerential CV in Arsaturated 0.1 M HClO4 for CuMW. The red region shows the reduction of the absorbed O2 on the CuN4-active site. The inset shows the linear
relationship between the peak current density and scan rate for the red region of CuMW.

been reported that the interaction of H2O2 with single atombased catalytic centers is much weaker than that of HO2−, so if
H2O2 intermediates were generated during ORR, they have
stronger tendency to be desorbed from the catalytic center to
the bulk electrolyte and being detected at the ring electrode in
acidic media.8,57,58 This is one of the important reasons that all
the transition-metal-based E-SACs exhibit higher 4e− selectivity in basic media compared to that in acid media. It is very
interesting to observe that the ring current due to peroxide
oxidation in acidic condition is much lower (15 times lower at
∼0.5 V) than that measured in alkaline solutions (Figure 5c).
Furthermore, even though the disk current due to ORR largely
increases as the potential becomes more negative, the ring
current remains low in the entire potential region and does not
show any signiﬁcant increase in the scanned potential range.
The apparent electron-transfer number (n) calculated from
RRDE results is 4.0 in the entire scanned potential window,
similar to that observed on the Pt/C catalyst (Figure 5d). This
is in high contrast to that observed in alkaline solutions. The
apparent electron-transfer number (n) decreased from 4.0 to
3.8 as the overpotential increases. These results clearly suggest
that CuMW has higher selectivity toward water via the desired
4e− pathway in acidic than that in alkaline solutions, which are
diﬀerent from all the Cu-E-SACs reported so far and most
transition-metal-based E-SACs.
The extremely low current measured on the ring electrode
suggests that there was either no H2O2 intermediates generated
on the CuMW catalytic surface in acidic media or they were
rapidly reduced to water because of the strong bonding
strength and catalytic activity of the active centers to
H2O2.8,57,58 This pathway has been commonly referred as an
indirect (sequential 2e− × 2e−) pathway during ORR. To
further understand whether the ORR experienced an indirect
(sequential 2e− × 2e−) or direct 4e− pathway, hydrogen
peroxide reduction reaction (HPRR) was performed under the
same conditions as those for ORR except the electrolytes were
Ar-saturated (oxygen free) and containing 2 mM hydrogen
peroxide. As shown in Figure 6a, the HPRR is kinetically much
slower than ORR in both alkaline and acidic media. The
current density for HPRR in acidic media is even lower than
that in alkaline media.
All the results described above merged and suggested that
the Cu-active site in CuMW shows weaker interaction with
H2O2 and also lower catalytic activity to reduce H2O2 to water.
The high activity and selectivity for direct reduction of
molecular oxygen to water is likely due to the strong
interaction between the catalytic sites with molecular oxygen.

kinetics and mechanism of ORR. The apparent electrontransfer number at 0.5 V (vs RHE) calculated from the K−L
plot was ∼4 (Figure 5b). The catalyst also exhibits excellent
tolerance to methanol (Supporting Information, Figure S10).
In comparison, the catalyst (CuTHa) achieved via traditional
heating of a PCN-222-Cu MOF showed much lower kinetic
current density (Supporting Information, Figures S11 and
S12). Its onset potential was also largely negatively shifted
(0.85 V vs RHE). After an acid treatment, the Cu aggregates
were removed, and the resulting CuTHa has similar Cu−N4
structures to that of CuMW, demonstrated by the X-ray ﬁne
structure spectroscopy studies (Figure S4). Even though, the
current density of CuTHa was increased slightly compared to
CuTH, but still much lower than that of CuMW. Furthermore,
the apparent electron-transfer number of CuTHa was also
much lower (∼2.9 to 3.4). All these results demonstrated that
the microwave-enabled approach is not only simple and fast,
and the fabricated Cu-E-SAC also exhibits much improved
catalytic activity compared to that achieved via traditional
heating approach.
Encouraged by the appealing performance described above,
we carefully studied the catalytic behavior of CuMW in acidic
media, which is more attractive for easily dropping into the
current fuel cell applications. The onset potential is negatively
shifted (Eonset = 0.8 V), and the geometric kinetic current
density is lower than that in an alkaline solution (Figure 5c).
No observable diﬀusion-limited region was identiﬁed in 0.1 M
HClO4, indicating kinetic control even at high overpotentials.
The lower catalytic activity in an acidic solution compared to
that in an alkaline solution is very similar to that of other SACs,
such as Fe and Mn,11 Cr,12 and Cu-SACs prepared by a
thermal emitting method reported by Li et al.,35 which has
been attributed to the lower activity of the catalytic centers in
acidic than in alkaline environments in general. However, to
our delighted surprise, the apparent electron-transfer number
(n) is also 4.0 at 0.5 V (vs RHE).
In general, the measured apparent 4e− pathway during
electroreduction of oxygen maybe through a direct 4e−
pathway (O2 → H2O) or via indirect pathways involving a
H2O2 intermediate in acidic conditions or HO2− in basic
electrolytes.8,57,58 By rotating the RRDE electrode, H2O2 (or
HO2− in basic media) intermediates, if generated and desorbed
from the catalytic surface on the disk electrode, can be quickly
spread onto the ring electrode and immediately get oxidized on
the ring electrode where a constant high voltage is applied.
Thus, the ring current is an indication of H2O2 (or HO2−)
generation and desorption from the catalyst surface. It has
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Figure 7. (a) Relationship between intermolecular hardness and bond strength (blue bars: energy levels of orbitals that are involved in the bond
between the active site and the adsorbate). (b) Position of the CuN4 site in a volcano plot for ORR based on the Sabatier principle.

in Cu-MW provides highly delocalized π electrons to increase
the electron density and upshift the energy level of the dorbital Cu catalytic site, which results in much enhanced bond
strength with molecular oxygen (Figure 7). This hypothesis is
further supported with density functional theory (DFT)
calculations (Supporting Information, Section S8 and Figure
S14). The strengthened interaction in turn improves the
catalytic activity and selectivity of direct 4e− pathway, yielding
less H2O2 byproduct.
It is noteworthy that this is an opposite scenario to the case
of Fe-based SACs. It is widely accepted that the activity of Feactive centers is limited by the strong chemisorption bond
strength of the ORR intermediates. Ramaswamy et al.
demonstrated that highly disordered carbon substrates with
stronger electron-withdrawing capability were required to
weaken the absorption energy by downshifting the energy
level of the d-orbital of the Fe center, thus enhancing the
catalytic activity of the Fe-active centers.8 While considering
the low stability of the highly disordered carbon substrates, it
has been an insurmountable fundamental challenge in the
development of Fe-based SACs to simultaneously satisfy the
requirement to further improve both high activity and
durability for practical applications. In high contrast, the
nearly defect-free hG support is not only highly conductive but
is also highly resistant against oxidation.48 Combined with the
high activity and selectivity of CuMW catalysts in the
reduction of oxygen directly to water with minimal generation
of H2O2 byproduct, this work suggested that the opposite
structural requirement of a carbon matrix to simultaneously
improve the catalytic activity and stability against oxidation can
be simultaneously satisﬁed.

To experimentally demonstrate this hypothesis, we designed
the following experiment to study the oxygen absorption
capability of the CuMW catalyst. The experimental protocol
was designed according to the report by Specchia et al.2 with
some modiﬁcations to remove the inﬂuence of decreased
oxygen concentration in the electrolyte after the ﬁrst CV cycle.
Speciﬁcally, CV was performed ﬁrst in argon-saturated 0.1 M
HClO4 at various scan rates (CV-Ar). Then, the electrode was
soaked in O2-saturated electrolyte for 5 min with rotation to
allow absorption of oxygen onto the catalyst surface.
Subsequently, CV was performed again in oxygen-free (Arsaturated) solution, which is denoted as CV-O2. The soaking
and subsequent CV processes were repeated with diﬀerent
scan rates. Subtraction of CV-Ar from CV-O2 gives the
reduction current of the absorbed O2, eliminating the
reduction of O2 diﬀused from the bulk solution and the
charging current. As shown in Figure 6b, a peak shows up at
0.55−0.3 V, which is assigned as oxygen reduction. Its peak
current density (Ip) varies linearly with the scan rate ν (instead
of the square root of the scan rate, ν1/2), which is a
characteristic of surface-bound species, further conﬁrming
that the measured ORR current is indeed from oxygen
molecules which have already absorbed on the catalytic
surface.59 O2 absorption on the Cu-SAC fabricated with
traditional heating (CuTHa) was also studied using the same
method. Even though oxygen reduction current also showed
up in the diﬀerential CVs (Figure S13), the current density is
signiﬁcantly low, indicating the weak O2 absorption capability
of CuTHa, which is consistent with other reported Cu-SACs
and Cu macrocycle molecules.39,40 The much higher peak
current density in CuMW compared to that of CuTHa clearly
demonstrated that the catalytic surface of Cu-SAC fabricated
via microwave heating has much stronger interaction with
molecular oxygen than that achieved via the traditional heating
approach.
It has been widely accepted that the electrocatalytic activity
and selectivity of M-SAC depends on the energy level and
electron density of the d-orbital of the metal centers, which are
diﬀerent depending on the metal centers and their
coordination environments (MNxCy, M = Fe, Co, Mn, Cu,
etc.).7,40 The interaction of the catalytic sites with the
carbonaceous substrates also plays a key role in tuning the
charge density and the d-orbital states of the metal-active sites,
enabling optimization of the adsorption energy for the
intermediates on the catalytic sites.6−8 Higher energy level of
the d-orbital in the M−N4 sites induces a large intermolecular
hardness factor (ηDA) of the bond between M−N4 catalytic
sites and molecular oxygen/ORR intermediates, resulting in
their strong adsorption on the catalytic centers. We
hypothesized that the nearly defect-free hG structural feature

3. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the microwave heating approach reported in this
work enables fast fabrication of Cu-based electrochemical
single atomic catalysts (Cu-E-SAC) without the formation of
metal aggregates. Accordingly, all the metal aggregate-related
and post-treatment issues are naturally avoided. Most
importantly, the catalytic centers are incorporated in hG
nanoplatelets instead of a highly defective amorphous carbon
matrix as most reported E-SACs. The as-prepared Cu-E-SAC
exhibits excellent ORR performance in catalytic activity and
selectivity in the reduction of molecular oxygen to water in
both acidic and alkaline media. It is especially interesting that
the selectivity of this catalyst reported here to water via the
desired direct 4e− pathway is even more favorable in acidic
media than that in alkaline media. Combining the non/low
activity of Cu ions to active H2O2 in generating SOC, the
issues related to SOC oxidation of ionomers, membranes, and
carbon matrix should be largely avoided, promoting a more
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durable catalyst.9 Furthermore, this work demonstrated that
incorporating Cu-SAC in highly graphitized graphene sheets
could improve the activity of Cu-SAC over an amorphous
carbon matrix, which is contrast to the widely studied Fe-based
SACs.6−8 For the ﬁrst time, it is demonstrated that the
opposite structural requirements for the carbon matrix in
improving the catalytic activity and durability are uniﬁed.
Furthermore, hG instead of defect-free graphene as the carbon
matrix has the following further advantages: (1) the existence
of a large of amount of diﬀerent sizes of holes from micrometer
to nanometer increased the mass transport13,60,61 and (2) the
nearly defect-free feature on their basal planes increases the
hydrophobicity (against ﬂooding)/high conductivity (better
for thick practical electrodes).5,6,9 All these combined with the
merits of simplicity and rapidness for fabricating both hG
materials and E-SACs, this work provides another possible
strategy to tackle some of the critical challenges of precious
metal-free single-atom catalysts. Although the onset potential
of this catalyst is still lower than that of Pt and Fe-SACs,
further tuning the electronic structure of the Cu-active centers,
such as introduction of electron-donating heteroatoms in the
carbon support and/or designing dinuclear metallic catalytic
centers, will possibly solve these problems. Furthermore,
considering the unique formation mechanism of the catalytic
centers, it is reasonable to assume that the expensive
porphyrin-based MOF precursor can be replaced with cheap
metal salts and N-containing compounds to further reduce the
product cost, which are currently under study in our lab.
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